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Abstract

Wave-induced forces on an armour layer unit are key parameters for assessing

the stability of rubble mound coastal revetment, but how to predict them

accurately and efficiently remains an open question. This study explores the

feasibility of using the Morison-type equation to convert numerically simu-

lated porous media flow in an armour layer into the forces on a single armour

unit. Wave flume tests are conducted, in which the forces on a cuboid placed

in the armour layer of a sloped revetment were measured. In conjunction,

numerical simulations were performed using an OpenFOAM solver, which

treats the revetment as a porous media. The validated flow simulation was

synchronized with the force measurement to illustrate the correlations be-

tween the predicted porous media flow and the impact force. Based on these

correlations, a Morison-type predictor, which consists of inertial force, drag

force, pressure gradient force and lift force, is proposed. The calibrated

model can reasonably approximate the temporal variation of wave-induced

force. However, it is found that the inertial coefficients vary significantly
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with the dynamic stability number and the initial submergence of the ar-

mour unit. Additional research is required to give a sufficiently large dataset

for calibrating empirical formulae.

Keywords: Wave-induced force, Rubble mound revetment, Porous media,

Armour layer stability, Numerical simulation

1. Introduction1

Rubble mound revetments, due to their easy installation and good ability2

to dissipate wave energy, are widely used for shoreline protections around3

the world. Conventionally, an armour layer consisting of large pieces of rocks4

or artificial concrete units are placed on the seaward slope of a revetment to5

ensure the stability of the whole structure under extreme wave actions. Thus,6

quantifying the required size of an armour unit is a focal point of coastal-7

engineering research. In the past few decades, many experimental studies8

have been conducted to study the stability of armour layer under various9

wave conditions and revetment layout (e.g. Losada and Gimenez-Curto, 1979;10

Moghim and Tørum, 2012; van Gent, 2013; Herrera et al., 2017). There are11

also many similar studies on toe stability of revetment or breakwaters (e.g.12

Gerding, 1993; van Gent and van der Werf, 2014; Etemad-Shahidi et al.,13

2021). The stability number Ns = Hs/(∆Dn50) is introduced as an index14

of the stability of the armour layer, where Hs is the significant incident15

wave height at the toe of the structure; ∆ = γs -1 with γs being the specific16

weight of armour layer material; and Dn50 is the nominal median diamater or17

equivalent cube size of the armour unit. Another commonly used index, the18

dynamic stability number H0T0 (CIRIA, 2007), which combines the effects19
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of both wave height and wave period, is defined as20

H0T0 = Ns × T0 = HsTm/(∆Dn50)×
√
g/Dn50 (1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and Tm is the mean wave period.21

Many formulae have been developed for assessing the stability of armour22

layer of rubble mound sloping structures. These formulae were mainly cali-23

brated based on scaled model tests, in which the threshold value of a stability24

index, Ns, for a certain damage level was determined. For instance, the well-25

known Hudson formula (Hudson and Jackson, 1953) gives a no-damage ( less26

than 5% of armour units are displaced) criteria for sloping rubble mound27

structure, which is applicable for both non-breaking and breaking waves on28

the foreshore. The Hudson formula can be extended for other damage level29

(e.g. Van der Meer, 1987), other layout of revetment, such a revetment with30

a berm (e.g. PIANC, 2003), and artificial armour units, such as tetrapod31

(e.g. van der Meer, 1988), X-bloc (e.g. DMC, 2003) and articulated concrete32

block mattress (ACB Mat) (e.g. Yamini et al., 2018, 2019).33

Due to the complexity of wave interaction with armour layer, the uncer-34

tainty of the empirical stability formulae can be quite large, which is mainly35

due to the large scatter of the data used in model calibration. More impor-36

tantly, these formulae must be used within the parameter space limited by37

the calibration dataset. Thus, they are often considered tools for preliminary38

design.39

A process-based evaluation of armour layer stability must be built on40

quantitative knowledge on the wave-induced forces on an individual armour41

unit. However, the complexity of wave impacting a porous structure makes42

it very challenging to study the impact forces on an armour unit. Never-43
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theless, some flume experiments have been reported in the past few decades44

to shed some lights on this topic. Many of them attempted to examine if45

Morison-type equation, which consists of a drag force and an inertial force,46

can be used to link the measured force with the flow velocity close to the47

armour unit. Losada et al. (1988) measured the forces due to solitary waves48

attacking a single cubic block (not surrounded by other blocks) near a flat49

bottom. They proposed that the total force consists of a drag force, an50

inertial force and a lift force, and obtained the values of drag (CD), iner-51

tial (CI) and lift (CL) coefficients by fitting the force measurements using52

flow velocity and acceleration estimated from solitary wave theory. Tørum53

(1994), in his flume experiments of periodic wave attacking a rubble mound54

revetment, measured the forces on a single rock unit in the armour layer and55

also sampled the nearby velocities. He then fit the Morison equation to the56

force components parallel and normal to the revetment surface, separately.57

He found that the normal force component cannot be described by the Mori-58

son equation. Cornett (1995) conducted a large set of flume experiments59

to investigate the spatial and temporal variation of impact force. He found60

that the peak horizontal force is maximized slightly below the still water-61

line, indicating that this is the most vulnerable region. The time history62

of the impact force strongly depends on the type of wave breaking on the63

slope. The strongest force under plunging breakers results from a sudden64

flow reversal under the steep wave crest. The largest force under surging65

breakers is caused by outward seepage flows that occur around the end of66

the run-down phase. Pramono (1997) studied the wave-induced forces on a67

cubical unit on submerged and low-crested breakwaters. He investigated the68
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effect of the projected area of the armour unit on wave loading by changing69

the orientation of the unit. The wave loading was found to increase with70

increasing projected area of a unit. They also found that a rapid pressure71

gradient change can produce a shock pressure or impact on the armour unit.72

They set up a wave-induced force model by adding the pressure gradient73

induced force into Morison equation. Hofland (2005) studied the drag force74

acting on a single rock placed on a horizontal bed, and proposed to use the75

conventional quadratic law for estimating the drag force with a reference flow76

velocity at 0.15 times rock size above the bed. Although these studies have77

made solid contributions to revealing the wave loading on an armour unit, the78

problem remains largely open. A major concern is that the fitted coefficients79

(e.g., CD, CL, and CI) have significant variations among these studies, which80

is partly because the reference flow velocity used in the Morison equation81

might be defined differently. For instance, some studies used the flow above82

the designated armour unit as the reference, which cannot represent the flow83

at the location of the unit.84

Generally speaking, there are two groups of numerical work on the interac-85

tion between wave and a rubble mound structure in the published literatures.86

In the first group, the individual armour units are directly resolved. The typ-87

ical numerical methods for this group are smoothed particle hydrodynamics88

(SPH) (Altomare et al., 2014) or combination of SPH and the discrete ele-89

ment method (DEM) (Ren et al., 2014; Sarfaraz and Pak, 2017, 2018). There90

are also some studies (Latham et al., 2009; Anastasaki et al., 2015; Xiang91

et al., 2019) that used combined finite and discrete element (FEMDEM)92

methods to model the wave-rock interaction in a rubble mound breakwater.93
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In the second group, the breakwater is generalized as a porous media,94

so the inividual armour units are not resolved. These models focused on95

predicting the flow behaviour. In these numerical models, Volume-averaged96

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (VARANS) equations were used to describe97

flows inside a porous media. For instance, del Jesus et al. (2012) developed98

the model IH-3VOF for simulating 3-dimensional wave-structure interaction99

based on VARANS equations and a volume-of-fluid (VOF) method for track-100

ing free water surface. OpenFOAM, which is an open-source toolbox for the101

development of customized solvers, is becoming popular in the coastal engi-102

neering community, and a number of OpenFOAM solvers based on VARANS103

have been developed. Higuera et al. (2014) implemented the VARANS equa-104

tions and a set of wave generation and absorption methods in OpenFOAM.105

Similarly, the VARANS equations proposed in Jensen et al. (2014) were also106

implemented in waves2foam toolbox developed by Jacobsen et al. (2012).107

When the momentum equation is volume averaged, two terms (frictional108

forces from the porous media and pressure forces from the individual grains)109

were modeled using Darcy-Forchheimer equation that includes two resistance110

coefficients which need to be determined. Higuera et al. (2014) tried differ-111

ent combinations of the two coefficients till the simulated results best fitted112

the measurements, while Jensen et al. (2014) proposed a method to deter-113

mine the two coefficients which depends on the flow regime in the porous114

media. For the modeling the turbulence in the case of wave interaction with115

rubble mound structures, although different turblulece closure models were116

tested, i.e., Higuera et al. (2014) used both k − ε and SST k − ω models,117

Jensen et al. (2014) did not use turbulence model, acceptable agreements118
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with experimental measurements were found in both papers. More recently,119

Larsen and Fuhrman (2018) proposed a new turbulence closure model, which120

demonstrated a better stability for a long duration of RANS simulation of121

surface waves.122

The computational expense of the VARANS models is becoming afford-123

able for practical applications due to the fast advancement of computational124

resources in recent years, so coastal engineers or researchers can use them125

as numerical wave tanks to obtain the flow characteristics within a porous126

coastal structure with a reasonable accuracy. The wave loading on a single127

armour unit is correlated with the volume-averaged flow at its location. If a128

Morison-type equation can be used to translate certain representative local129

flow parameters into the impact force, a ‘short cut’ will be established, which130

enables the VARANS-based models to evaluate the wave loading on a single131

armour unit. The aim of this paper is to explore if such a ‘short cut’ can be132

developed. Wave flume tests were conducted to obtain wave-induced forces133

on a single armour unit, and VARANS numerical simulations of the same134

flume tests provided the flow parameters. As such, a comprehensive dataset135

was established for relating the wave-induced forces on an armour unit with136

the volume-averaged flow parameters. We should point out that the same137

idea has been explored by some other researchers. For instance, Kobayashi138

and Otta (1987) used a numerical model that solves the depth-averaged flow139

on an impermeable slope and used Morison equation for assessing the impact140

force on an armour unit. Our work’s advantage is that we use the state-of-141

the-art numerical model and direct measurements of impact force. The rest142

of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the experiment setup143
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and test conditions. Section 3 presents the numerical setup and validation.144

Surface flow over the revetment slope and wave-induced forces on a single145

armour unit are described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the set up of a146

Morison-type force predictor and the calibrated model coefficients. Finally,147

conclusions are given in Section 6.148

2. Experiments149

2.1. Experiment setup150

Experiments were conducted in a wave flume in the Hydraulics Labora-151

tory at National University of Singapore. This wave flume is 36 m-long, 1.3152

m-deep and 2 m-wide. A piston-type wave maker supplied by HR Walling-153

ford for generating waves is located at one end of the flume. A 1-on-3 sloped154

rubble mound revetment is installed near the other end of the flume. This155

revetment model follows the design of a new revetment in Singapore, which156

includes three layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A geometric scale of about 40157

was used. The Froude number Fr = U/
√
gDn50, where U =

√
gH), is main-158

tained by geometric scaling. Following Tirindelli and Lamberti (2004), the159

viscous effect can be neglected when the Reynolds numberRe > 10000∼30000160

in the main flow. Yamini et al. (2018) also reported that viscous effect is neg-161

ligible when Re > 2000 in the armour layer. In the present study, an Re,162

defined as
√
gHDn50/ν (ν is the kinematic viscosity), is larger than 30000 in163

the main flow and larger than 2000 in the armour layer. The armour layer164

consists of gravels with mass = 40 to 100 g and Dn50 = 0.03 m. The filter165

layer, which is between the armour layer and core, consists of gravels with166

mass = 2.4 to 4.8 g and Dn50 = 0.012 m. The core layer consists of gravels167
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with mass = 0.48 to 2.4 g and Dn50 = 0.007 m. The model was installed with168

its toe at 24.89 m downstream of the wave maker. The toe is 0.36 m above169

the bottom of the flume. In front of the toe, there is a 3.2 m long foreshore170

with a slope ≈ 1:9. A vertical steel plate was installed at the onshore end171

of the rubble mound revetment to support the model and block water. Two172

photos of the revetment model are provided in Fig. 2.173

In this study, the forces acting on a cuboid (made of Perspex) placed174

within the armour layer were measured. We chose to use a cuboid as an175

approximation of rock armour unit, because its geometry is well defined and176

it can be easily mounted onto a force sensor. The dimensions of the cuboid177

can also be changed (Fig. 3) to study the shape effect on wave loading. The178

cuboid was mounted to a three-axis force sensor, which was bolted onto a rigid179

bar sitting on top of the flume. There was a small gap between the cuboid180

and the surrounding rock armour units. This gap ensures that the cuboid181

will not touch any other objects during an experiment, so that the wave-182

induced force on the cuboid can be measured. Moreover, the water depth in183

the flume can be varied to investigate the effect of cuboid submergence.184

2.2. Measurement instruments185

The physical quantities measured in this study are: (a) free surface ele-186

vations in the flume, (b) the pore pressures in the core of the rubble mound187

revetment, (c) wave forces on the cuboid.188

Five capacitance type wave gauges were installed to measure the surface189

elevations at a few selected locations. The gauges can measure a maximum190

wave height of 40 cm with an uncertainty of about 1 mm. Two wave gauges191

(named as CG1 and CG2) were installed at X = 14.24 and 14.8 m from the192
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Figure 1: Illustrative sketch of the revetment model and the location of measurement

instruments (all dimension and distances are in [m]; not to scale).
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Figure 2: Photos of the rubble mound revetment and the experimental setup: (a) top view

with sketch of the cuboid, load cell and the fixture; (b) side view
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wave paddle for determining the incident and reflected waves through wave193

reflection analysis (see Section 3.4 for more details). The third and forth194

ones, CG3 and CG4, were installed slightly before the foreshore toe (X =195

21.66 m) and the toe of rubble mound revetment (X = 24.89 m), respectively,196

for monitoring the wave condition right in front of the foreshore and that at197

the toe of the rubble mound revetment. Finally, a fifth wave gauge, CG5,198

was installed at X = 25.72 m to measure the surface elevation slightly before199

the cuboid.200

Three pressure sensors (brand: STS 8370 Sirnach) with a measuring range201

of 0∼50 mbar and measuring accuracy of ±12.5 Pa were buried in the core202

layer (the detailed locations are shown in Fig. 1) for measuring the pore pres-203

sure changes. A Sony high-speed camera, with a sampling rate of up to 100204

frame per second and a resolution of 1920 Ö 1080 pixels, was used to cap-205

ture the process of wave-structure interaction. A three-component load cell206

(LSM-B-SA1, KYOWA) was deployed for measuring the force acting on the207

cuboid. This unit is a strain gauge based 3-component force transducer for208

simultaneously measuring force in 3 directions. It has a measuring capacity209

of 50 N and a natural frequency of 800 Hz. The measurement was sampled at210

a frequency of 200 Hz. A National Instrument (NI) data acquisition system211

was used to synchronize the signals of wave gauges and force sensor. The212

captured videos were synchronized with other instruments by identifying the213

moment when the flow touched the cuboid for the first time.214

2.3. Test conditions215

Totally 3 groups of tests were performed in this study. The first group216

(Group 1) tests various wave conditions (wave height H and wave period T )217
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for the same initial submergence (local water depth above the top surface of218

the cuboid, hl = 0.05 m) and the same cuboid shape (height hm = 2 cm,219

width wm = 4 cm and length lm = 4 cm).220

The second group (Group 2) tests similar wave conditions and the same221

cuboid shape (hm = 2 cm, wm = 4 cm and lm = 4 cm), but various initial222

submergence with hl = 0.01 to 0.07 m or hl/Dn50 = 0.31 to 2.2. A very large223

initial submergence (e.g., hl/Dn50 ≈ ∞) reduces the impact force to almost224

zero, since the surface wave no longer produces a strong flow around a deeply225

submerged armour unit. Also, a very large emergence (e.g., hl/Dn50 ≈ −∞)226

also gives a zero impact force, since the run-up flow can no longer reach the227

armour unit at a very high level. Thus, it can be expected that the impact228

force is maximized around the still water line. We also limit our study to229

positive initial submergence (hl/Dn50 > 0), so the armour unit is ensured to230

be fully submerged when the peak value of impact force occurs.231

The third group (Group 3) tests the same wave conditions and the same232

initial submergence (hl = 0.05 m), but various cuboid shapes. The configu-233

rations of the cuboid models used in the present study are shown in Fig. 3.234

Dn50 of the cuboid in Fig. 3b and c are very close to that in Fig. 3a, but the235

projected areas in the parallel (denoted by ξ in Fig. 3a, which is equivalent236

to //) and normal directions (τ in Fig. 3a, which is equivalent to ⊥) are237

changed, so the effect of projected area can be studied.238

The details of the test conditions are listed in Table 1. Note that in239

the table, the Iribarren number is defined as Ir = tan β/
√
H/L0 and L0 is240

the deep water wave length, L0 = gT 2/(2π). A larger Ir means that wave241

breaking is more surging and a smaller Ir means that the wave breaking is242
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Table 1: Experimental test conditions

Group No. Test ID h [m] hl [m] H [m] T [s] Ir H0T0 Cuboid dimensions [cm]

1

A1

0.686 0.050

0.133 1.0 1.14 44.63

4×4×2 (see Fig. 3a)

A2 0.132 1.2 1.38 53.15

A3 0.134 1.5 1.71 67.45

A4 0.134 1.8 2.05 80.94

A5 0.054 2.0 3.58 36.24

A6 0.091 2.0 2.76 61.07

A7 0.109 2.0 2.52 73.15

A8 0.137 2.0 2.25 91.95

A9 0.163 2.0 2.05 109.4

2

B1 0.646 0.010 0.131

2

2.30 87.92

4×4×2 ((see Fig. 3a)
B2 0.666 0.030 0.133 2.28 89.26

B3 0.686 0.050 0.137 2.25 91.95

B4 0.706 0.070 0.138 2.24 92.62

3

C1

0.686 0.050 0.137 2 2.25

91.95 4×4×2 (see Fig. 3a)

C2 94.96 2×5×3 (see Fig. 3b)

C3 94.96 5×2×3 (see Fig. 3c)

more plunging.243

2.4. Data analysis244

In the tests, most of the incoming wave energy is dissipated by wave245

breaking on the revetment slope and a small portion is reflected back to246

the wave paddle. Since our wave maker does not have the active wave-247

absorption function, the reflected waves are re-reflected by the wave maker248

towards the model, which is unrealistic and will contaminate the experiment249

results. Therefore, in the present study, only the experiment results before250

the leading re-reflected wave reaches the revetment are considered valid. The251

arrival times of the first mature wave and the first re-reflected wave at a given252
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Figure 3: Dimensions and orientation of the cuboid: (a) 4×4×2 cm cuboid; (b) 2×5×3

cm cuboid; (c) 5×2×3 cm cuboid.
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location in the flume were estimated using the wave celerity from linear-wave253

dispersion relation. The time window of valid measurements was defined by254

the two arrival times. Only the forces and the velocities within the time255

window were analysed. The free surface elevation measurements from the two256

neighboring wave gauges (CG1 an CG2) within the selected time window were257

then used for separation of incident and reflected waves using the method of258

Goda and Suzuki (1976). The obtained incident wave heights are listed in259

Table 1. The measured wave reflection coefficient (=ratio of reflected and260

incident wave height) is about 0.4∼10% for Ir = 1.14∼3.58, which is smaller261

than those of similar rubble mound breakwater as reported in Dı́az-Carrasco262

et al. (2021) and those of ACB Mat as reported in Yamini et al. (2019). This263

indicates that the energy of the incident waves was mostly dissipated and264

absorbed by the porous rubble mound revetment in the present study and265

wave reflection is very small.266

The dry weight of the cuboid (about 0.37 N for the Perspex armour unit267

in Fig. 3a) was first subtracted from the vertical component of force mea-268

surement. Since we are interested in the force components normal (F⊥) and269

parallel (F//) to the slope, the measured force components in the horizontal270

and the vertical directions are projected onto the slope-parallel and slope-271

normal directions. The force measurements contained some high-frequency272

noises, so the raw measurements were filtered using a low-pass filter with a273

cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. Fig. 4 show the processed data of an example case274

h0.706H0.15T2.0 (h = 0.706 m, H = 0.15 m, T = 2.0 s), including surface275

elevations (Figs. 4a and b), dynamic pore water pressures (with hydrostatic276

pressure subtracted and that the dynamic pore pressures are normalized by277
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dividing ρg, Fig. 4c) and force components (Fig. 4d). Because the buoyancy278

was included in the vertical component of force measurement in Fig. 4d, F⊥279

is always positive. Since the armour unit is mostly submerged in the water,280

buoyancy (about 0.32 N for the armour unit in Fig. 3a) is deducted from281

the total force. By doing so, the dynamic part of the total force is better282

presented, which will be the focus of the following context and simply refered283

to as the ‘force’.284

3. Numerical simulation285

A number of openFOAM solvers based on VARANS equation are avail-286

able, e.g. IHFOAM (e.g. del Jesus et al., 2012), waves2Foam (e.g. Jensen287

et al., 2014) and olaFlow (e.g. Higuera, 2015). Here we choose the olaFlow288

in this study, but our findings can be applied to other solvers of the same289

type.290

3.1. Governing equations291

The model was based on Volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for292

two-phase flow. Readers are referred to Higuera (2015) for more details.293

Here the governing equations are reproduced below.294

∂

∂xi
ui = 0 (2)

295

(1 + c)
1

n

∂(ρui)

∂t
+

1

n

∂

∂xj

(ρuiuj
n

)
= −∂p

∗

∂xi
− gjxj

∂ρ

∂xi
+

1

n

∂

∂xj
(µ+ µt)

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
− Aui −Bρ

√
ujujui

(3)

296

∂α1

∂t
+

1

n

∂uiα1

∂xi
+

1

n

∂

∂xi
(uriα1(1− α1)) = 0. (4)
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Figure 4: An example of: (a) measured surface elevations CG1; and (b) CG5; (c) measured

pore pressures P1 to P3; (d) the force components parallel and normal to the revetment

slope (h0.706H0.15T2.0, t = 0 in this figure is the beginning of data acquisition.)
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where ui and uj are the volume-averaged velocities in Cartesian coordinates;297

ur is the relative velocity between fluid and air; xi and xj are the Cartesian298

coordinates; n is the porosity (n = 1 for water); ρ is the fluid density; p∗299

is the pseudo-dynamic pressure; g is the gravitational acceleration; µ is the300

dynamic molecular viscosity of fluid and µt is the dynamic turbulent viscosity301

of fluid; α1 is the volume of fluid (VOF) indicator function; c is the coefficient302

for added mass; A and B are two model coefficients.303

Any property of the fluid in each cell is calculated by weighting them by304

the VOF function. For example, density of the fluid in a cell ρ is computed305

as,306

ρ = α1ρw + (1− α1)ρa (5)

where ρw and ρa are the densities of water and air phase.307

According to some previous studies (del Jesus et al., 2012; Higuera et al.,308

2014; Higuera, 2015), c = 0.34 is recommended. A and B are defined as,309

A = α
(1− n)3

n3

µ

D2
n50

(6)

310

B = β(1 +
7.5

KC
)
1− n
n3

ρ

Dn50

(7)

where α and β are two model coefficients that can be tunned by the user and311

KC is the Keulegan-Carpenter number, which is defined as,312

KC =
UMT

nDn50

(8)

In Eq. (8), UM is the maximum oscillatory velocity and T is the period of313

the oscillation.314

In the present study, the turbulence is mostly generated at the moment of315

wave breaking on the slope of the revetment. Here we chose SST k−ω model316
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Table 2: Parameters used in the numerical simulation

Material Dn50 [m] Porosity n α β

armour layer 0.03 0.45 50 0.6

Filter layer 0.012 0.43 50 2.0

Core 0.007 0.35 50 1.2

(one of the turbulence models provided in OpenFOAM) as the turbulence317

closure model. We noticed that there are many other turbulence closure318

models, among which the modified turbulence model by Larsen and Fuhrman319

(2018) is able to avoid the unphysical growth of eddy viscosity and inevitable320

wave decay. This modification is important for a long duration of simulation321

(more than 40∼50 wave cycles), e.g., Fig. 4 of Larsen and Fuhrman (2018).322

In the present study, we only simulated less than 32 wave cycles to obtain323

a periodic result. Therefore, we chose SST k − ω turbulence model for the324

simplicity of use in OpenFOAM. We also noted that the simulated results325

would not be significantly affected even without using a turbulence closure326

model, which is possibly because the turbulence terms are much smaller than327

the drag and inertia terms in the porous zone.328

The wave was generated on the left patch with active absorption. The329

solver olaFlow in OpenFOAM was used to solve the VARANS equations.330

The specific physical properties of the porous media are given in Table 2.331

Note that the default values of α and β as proposed in Higuera (2015) are332

used.333

The numerical model predicts volume-average flow and pressure gradient334

at the location corresponding to the centroid of an artificial armour unit,335

which will be used in the force predictor in Section 5.1.336
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Figure 5: Computational domain and mesh (unit: [m]; not to scale; red cross denotes the

artificial cuboid)

3.2. Computational domain and mesh337

A 2D numerical model was set up to reproduce the above experiments.338

The domain, as shown in Fig. 5, has a length of 21.66 m from the left inlet339

to the toe of foreshore, 3.224 m long foreshore and 1.55 m long revetment.340

The heights of the revetment and the whole domain are 0.832 m and 1.2 m,341

respectively. The rubble mound revetment was modeled as a porous media342

consisting of three different layers with different porosity n and Dn50.343

The whole domain consists of three sections, i.e., the wave maker region,344

the foreshore region and the revetment region. The cell size in the revetment345

region is the smallest, and is about 1/3 of that in the wave making region.346

The artificial cuboid centroid is marked with a red cross in Fig. 5. Since the347

cuboid is much larger than the cell size, the simulated flow at the cuboid348

centroid is extracted from a cell inside the porous media, so this flow is a349

porous media flow.350
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3.3. Convergence study351

Four types of grids with different cell sizes have been tested for the case352

h0.686H0.06T2.0, as shown in the Table 3. The comparisons of surface353

elevations at CG1 and CG5 are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the354

results generally resemble each other. To show the convergence, the root-355

mean-squre error (RMSE) for i-th grid (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) compared to Grid 4356

is first calculated and then normallized by RMS of Grid 4, for CG1 and 5,357

respectively. As shown in Table 3, the RMSE (in percentage) of CG1 and358

CG5 reduces as grid becomes finer and is less than 5% for Grid 3, which can359

be considered negligible. Hence, Grid 3 is applied for all the simulations used360

in the following discussions.

Table 3: Mesh parameters for the convergence study and RMSE normalized by RMS of

CG1 and CG5 based on Grid 4 for each grid size. The cell size is the averaged size at the

free surface area, as there is a smooth refinement from the far end near the wave-maker

boundary to the area near the revetment.

Grid No.
Wave-making region Foreshore region revetment region Mesh No. RMSE [%]

∆x[cm] ∆z[cm] ∆x[cm] ∆z[cm] ∆x[cm] ∆z[cm] [million] CG1 CG5

1 3.09 0.80 1.61 0.69 0.75 0.62 0.15 9.9 20.4

2 2.58 0.66 1.34 0.58 0.63 0.51 0.21 2.9 5.6

3 2.06 0.53 1.07 0.46 0.50 0.41 0.33 2.0 2.8

4 1.55 0.40 0.80 0.35 0.38 0.31 0.58 - -

361

3.4. Validation362

The simulation and the measurement are synchronized by matching sim-363

ulated and measured CG5 time series. More specifically, we took out a piece364

of CG5 measurement, which has 2∼3 periodic cycles, and matched it with365
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Figure 6: Convergence tests for the numerical model (see Table 3 for grid resolutions): (a)

CG1, (b) CG5. The simulation is for the case h0.686H0.06T2.0.
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the last 2∼3 cycles of the simulated surface level at CG5, which is also very366

periodic. The time coordinate of the measurement was adjusted until the367

two time series were best matched. Subsequently, t = 0 is defined as the368

beginning of the two synchronized time series of CG5. Since all instruments369

were synchronized, the time coordinates of other measurements were also370

adjusted. Note that the t = 0 does not have any physical meaning, since the371

beginning of the selected piece of CG5 measurement was rather arbitrarily372

chosen (but t = 0 is around the time of negative peak value of CG5). Fig. 7373

shows the comparison of simulated and measured surface elevations (CG1374

and CG5 as an example) and dynamic pore pressures (P1 and P3 as an ex-375

ample) for two selected cases, i.e., the left and right panels are for the case376

h0.686H0.06T2.0 (relatively larger wave period and smaller wave height) and377

h0.686H0.15T1.2 (relatively smaller wave period and larger wave height), re-378

spectively. As will be introduced later, the first case has a larger Ir = 3.58,379

so a surging-type breaker occurred and the green-water run-up flow was ob-380

served. The second case has a much smaller Ir = 1.38, so a plunging-type381

breaker occurred, which created a very turbulent run-up bore on the slope.382

As shown in Fig. 7a, the simulated and measured time histories of the383

surface elevations by CG1 agree well with each other for both cases, with a384

discrepancy of the peak value of less than 8%. CG5 measures the surface ele-385

vation right in front of the cuboid. After shoaling and wave reflection by the386

porous revetment, the time history of the surface elevation at CG5 in Fig. 7b387

is very different from that measured by CG1, which has been well simulated388

by the numerical model. Waves can induce the pressure fluctuations in the389

pores of the porous revetment. The time histories of the simulated dynamic390
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Figure 7: Model validation: (a) CG1; (b) CG5; (c) P1; (d) P3 for two cases

h0.686H0.06T2.0 (left panel) and h0.686H0.15T1.2 (right panel)

pore pressures (P1 and P3) in Fig. 7c and d are almost the same as the mea-391

sured ones for the case h0.686H0.06T2.0. For the case h0.686H0.15T1.2,392

the peak values of P1 and P3 are slightly underestimated by about 5%. In393

Fig. 7b, six moments of CG5 are marked in both cases (t1 to t6) for later394

discussions on flows and forces.395
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4. Surface flows over the revetment slope and wave-induced forces396

on a single unit397

4.1. Surface flows over the revetment slope398

Since the numerical model has been well validated against the experimen-399

tal measurements, here we can discuss the flow process mostly based on the400

numerical results. Fig. 8 presents six key moments (corresponding to t1 to t6401

indicated Fig. 7b-1) of wave run-up and run-down along the revetment slope402

for the case with a large Iribarren number (Ir = 3.59), h0.686H0.06T2.0 .403

The case h0.686H0.15T1.2 which has a small Ir = 1.38 is presented in Fig. 9.404

The selected six moments are marked as t1 to t6 in Fig. 7b-2. In both Figs. 8405

and 9, the initial still water lines, the artificial cuboid (not included in the406

simulation) and the measuring instruments are also shown for easy interpre-407

tation of the findings. More attention is given to the flow characteristics in408

the area around the cuboid in the following discussion.409

For the case with a large Ir in Fig. 8 (surging breaker): At moment t1410

(Fig. 8b-1), the incoming wave is about to reach the revetment and break.411

The water depth near the cuboid (e.g., measured by CG5) is around the412

lowest level and the cuboid is covered by a thin layer of water. The velocity413

vectors show that water under the arriving wave is flowing onshore or towards414

the revetment. The falling water table inside the revetment is still higher than415

the free surface above the cuboid, which drives an offshore internal flow and a416

run-down flow along the revetment surface. At the point where the two main417

flows meet each other, a strong upward seepage flow is created (highlighted418

by the yellow dashed box). The exit point of outward seepage on the slope419

(denoted by the star) is moving upslope towards the cuboid.420
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Figure 8: The key moments of wave-revetment interaction for the case h0.686H0.06T2.0

(Ir = 3.59): the snapshots from the camera recordings in (a-1) to (a-6) and the simulated

results in (b-1) to (b-6) correspond to t1 to t6 indicated in Fig. 7b-1. The yellow solid

lines in Fig. 8b denotes the initial still water line. The yellow star denotes the exit point

of outward seepage. The yellow and green circles represent the location of the artificial

cuboid and the three pressure sensors, respectively.
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Figure 9: The key moments of wave-revetment interaction for the case h0.686H0.15T1.2

(Ir = 1.38): the snapshots from the camera recordings in (a-1) to (a-6) and the simulated

results in (b-1) to (b-6) correspond to t1 to t6 indicated in Fig. 7b-2. The yellow solid

lines in Fig. 9b denotes the initial still water line. The yellow star denotes the exit point

of outward seepage. The yellow and green circles represent the location of the artificial

cuboid and the three pressure sensors, respectively.
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At moment t2 (Fig. 8b-2), the run-down flow on the revetment slope421

continues and the exit point of outward seepage reaches the cuboid’s location.422

This is actually when the maximum F⊥ occurs, as will be shown later.423

At moment t3 (Fig. 8b-3), the run-down flow on the revetment slope is424

about to stop. The main body of run-up flow produced by a surging breaker425

arrives at the cuboid, where the direction of slope-parallel velocity is suddenly426

changed from downward to upward (’flow reversal’), leading to a large up-427

slope acceleration. This is the moment when the maximum F// occurs, as428

will be seen later in Fig. 10a. Water starts to run up the slope and flow429

into the porous revetment. As a result, the water table inside the revetment430

begins to rise.431

At moment t4 (Fig. 8b-4), the main body of run-up flow has passed the432

cuboid location, and the cuboid becomes increasingly submerged. Water also433

flows into the revetment across the armour layer, causing the internal water434

table to rise. It is also noted that the flow above the toe of revetment is435

already reversed to go offshore.436

The maximum run-up occurs between t4 and t5, so at the moments t5 and437

t6 (shown in Fig. 8b-5 and b-6), run-down flow develops on the revetment438

slope. The flow around the cuboid during the run-down stage is mostly paral-439

lel to the slope and the velocity gradually increases. The cuboid experiences440

a downslope force.441

For the case with a small Ir in Fig. 9 (plunging breaker), some obser-442

vations similar to those in Fig. 8 (surging breaker) can be made. When443

the incoming wave arrives at the revetment, it meets the run-down flow and444

the internal offshore-directed porous media flow produced by the previous445
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wave, leading to an outward seepage flow along the line where the two major446

flows converge. The exit of the outward seepage flow moves upslope sub-447

sequently, so there is a moment (Fig. 9b-2) when the cuboid experiences a448

strong outward flow, which leads to the peak of out-of-slope F⊥. The plung-449

ing breaker creates a run-up bore with a highly aerated and almost vertical450

front (Fig. 9a-2 to a-4, b-2 to b-4), which is different from the ‘peaceful’ bore451

produced by a surging breaker. When the main body of the bore passes452

the cuboid (Fig. 9b-3), the local flow is quickly reversed from down-slope to453

up-slope, so a strong upslope flow acceleration is produced, which eventually454

gives the peak of upslope F//. The turbulent and almost vertical front of the455

bore makes the flow reversal more ‘sudden’ than that in the surging-breaker456

case.457

4.2. Wave-induced force on a single armour unit458

The time history of the wave-induced force can be related to the flow be-459

havior around the cuboid discussed in the previous section. Figs. 10 and 11460

show the measured force on the cuboid together with some flow parameters461

for the two cases shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Here the flow parame-462

ters include the simulated velocity and acceleration at the cuboid’s centroid,463

which are later used as the input parameters for predicting the wave-induced464

forces. The water surface and above the cuboid’s centroid (simulated) are465

also presented. The two representative cases have some common charac-466

teristics of the temporal variations of wave-induced forces. First, the peak467

values of F// are larger than those of F⊥, which is also applicable for the468

rest of cases in this study. This is understandable, because the main flow469

is parallel to the slope and seepage flow is secondary. Second, the positive470
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Figure 10: Measured force and simulated flow conditions for case h0.686H0.06T2.0 (t1

to t6 are the moments shown in Fig. 8): (a) measured wave induced force, (b) and (c)

simulated flow acceleration and velocity at the centroid of the cuboid, (d) simulated surface

elevation at the x-location of the cuboid (η=0 is initial water level.)
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Figure 11: Measured force and simulated flow conditions for case h0.686H0.15T1.2 (t1

to t6 are the moments shown in Fig. 9): (a) measured wave induced force, (b) and (c)

simulated flow acceleration and velocity at the centroid of the cuboid, (d) simulated surface

elevation at the x-location of the cuboid (η=0 is initial water level).
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peak of F// occurs when the flow at the cuboid reverses from run-down to471

run-up, which gives the peak value of slope-parallel acceleration a//. This472

is consistent with the finding of Cornett (1995) who found that the largest473

forces parallel to the slope are caused by the sudden flow reversal. Third,474

the positive peak of F⊥ occurs slightly earlier than F//, when the exit of475

outward seepage flow is located around the cuboid’s location. For the larger476

Ir case in Fig. 10, the global positive and negative peaks in a wave cycle have477

comparable magnitudes for both F// and F⊥, while for the smaller Ir case478

in Fig. 11, the positive peak of F// has a much larger magnitude than the479

negative peak of F//.480

As reviewed in the introduction, the dynamic stability number, H0T0481

combines the effects of wave period and wave height and it is closely related482

to damage of the rubble mound revetment (CIRIA, 2007). Stability of the483

armour layer is closely related to the peak forces on a single armour unit, so484

it can be expected that the peak values of the impact force are also correlated485

to H0T0. To this end, we plot the positive peak values of F///∆ρgD
3
n50 and486

F⊥/∆ρgD
3
n50 against H0T0 in Fig. 12 for Group 1 cases. Note that in the487

present study, only regular waves are studied. Hs and Tm are replaced by H488

and T , respectively in Eq. (1). Fig. 12 clearly shows that as H0T0 increases489

from 36 to 109, both F///∆ρgD
3
n50 and F⊥/∆ρgD

3
n50 increase monotonically.490

The initial submergence of the cuboid hl/Dn50 is another important parame-491

ter that may affect wave-induced forces on the cuboid. Group 2 tests of this492

study aim at investigating the change of impact force for hl/Dn50 from 0.31493

to 2.2. Figs. 13a to d present the measured forces for Group 2 tests. Note494

that these tests have the same wave conditions. Generally speaking, the time495
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Figure 12: Positive peaks of force components versus H0T0 for Group 1 cases
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series of F// at various hl/Dn50 are similar. The positive peaks have similar496

magnitudes (about 2 N). Among the four tests, three of them have a single497

positive peak of F//, while only the test with the lowest hl/Dn50 (Fig. 13a)498

shows two positive peaks. This is possibly because the cuboid in this test499

is not fully submerged when the run-up flow arrives. The time series of F⊥500

also have similar characteristics. Among the four tests, the poitive peak of501

F⊥ occurs slightly before the positive peak of F//, and its magntude is more-502

or-less the same (about 0.7 N). Overall speaking, the variation of peak forces503

of F// and F⊥ for various hl/Dn50 are small, i.e., F// = 2.14 N (±7%) and504

F⊥ = 0.74 N (±15%), suggesting that the rock units within a belt between505

hl/Dn50 = 0.31 to 2.2 below the water line are equally vulnerable.506

5. Force predictor507

In the present study, our goal is to explore if the Morison-type equation508

can be used to predict the wave-induced force on a single armour unit located509

near the still water line on a sloped revetment. The model is expected to take510

the predicted flow parameters at the centroid of the armour unit as model511

inputs, and yields time series of 2-dimensional impact force as model outputs.512

The setup of the model is introduced first, followed by model calibration and513

model validation.514

5.1. Setup of the model515

Here we consider 2-dimensional problems, so an armour unit experiences516

a parallel force F// (parallel to slope) and a normal force F⊥ (perpendicular517

to slope), i.e.,518

−→
F = (F//, F⊥) (9)
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Figure 13: Figures showing time series of forces for Group 2 tests, which have different

initial submergence: (a) hl/Dn50 = 0.31; (b) hl/Dn50 = 0.94; (c) hl/Dn50 = 1.57; (d)

hl/Dn50 = 2.2.
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As discussed in Section 4, the positive peak of F// occurs when the local519

flow reverses due to the arrival of main run-up flow, so F// at this moment520

is well correlated with a// and thus is akin to the inertial force component521

in Morrison equation. A negative F// occurs during the run-down phase,522

when u// is downslope but a// is almost zero, so it is dominated by drag523

force. These observations suggest that Morrison equation can be used. The524

buoyancy acting on an armour unit may not be fully captured by the Morison525

equation. Since an armour unit, if located at or above the still water line,526

can be partially submerged or emerged, so it does not receive a constant527

buoyancy, which is only applied to a constantly-submerged armour unit. In528

view of this, a pressure gradient force, which is proportional to the product529

of local pressure gradient and density of the mixed media, is added to the530

Morison equation. As will be introduced later, a ‘lift’ force is also introduced531

as a component of F⊥.532

The drag force is given by533

−→
FD = (FD//, FD⊥) =

1

2
CDρm|U |(A//U//, A⊥U⊥) (10)

where CD is a drag coefficient to be calibrated; A// and A⊥ are the projected534

areas of the armour unit in the slope-parallel and slope-normal directions;535

|U |, U// and U⊥ are the magnitude and the two components of the predicted536

velocity at the centroid of the armour unit, respectively; and ρm is the density537

of the fluid around the armour unit, which is given by538

ρm = α1ρw (11)

The inertial force is given by:539

−→
FI = (FI//, FI⊥) = ρm

V

D2
n50

(CI//A//a//, CI⊥A⊥a⊥) (12)
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where CI// and CI⊥ are inertial coefficients to be calibrated; V is the volume540

of the armour unit and a// and a⊥ are the two components of predicted flow541

acceleration at the armour unit’s centroid, respectively. Note that we assume542

that FI// and FI⊥ in Eq. (12) depend on the cuboid shape, so by including543

A///D
2
n50 and A⊥/D

2
n50 in the definition.544

For the cuboid used in this study, the nominal diameter is given by545

Dn50 = (wm × hm × lm)(1/3) (13)

The volume of cuboid V is calculated using,546

V = wm × hm × lm (14)

The projected areas are given by547

A// = (lmwm, hmwm) · ( 1√
1 +m2

,
m√

1 +m2
) (15)

and548

A⊥ = (lmwm, hmwm) · ( m√
1 +m2

,
1√

1 +m2
) (16)

where m is the revetment slope (m = 3 in the present study).549

The pressure gradient force is given by550

−→
FP = (FP//, FP⊥) = −V (

∂p

∂ξ
,
∂p

∂τ
) (17)

where p is the pressure predicted at the centroid of the armour unit, and ξ551

and τ denote the parallel and normal directions.552

By assembling all components in the parallel direction, F// can be written553

as554

F// = FD// + FI// + FP// (18)
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In the normal direction, we found that the three terms together cannot555

give a negative F⊥ during the run-down stage (t = 0 to 0.2 s in Fig. 9). Thus,556

we decided to include a ‘lift force FL’, which is given by557

FL =
1

2
CLρmA//|U |U// (19)

where CL is a lift coefficient to be calibrated. We acknowledge that this term558

has little physical meaning, and is merely for making the predictor better559

fits the measurement. However, we do note that some other researchers also560

found that lift force coefficient for a rock unit on the slope of a breakwater can561

be negative (e.g. Tørum, 1994). Note that it does not affect the prediction562

of peak value of F⊥, since at that moment U// is almost zero. With this563

additional term, F⊥ can be written as564

F⊥ = FD⊥ + FI⊥ + FP⊥ + FL (20)

The choice of Morison equation as the template for developing the force565

predictor requires some discussions. The Morison equation is for predicting566

the in-line force of a body submerged in an oscillatory flow, but here it is567

applied for predicting a 2D force on a body that may be partially submerged.568

The typical application of Morison equation, such as a cylinder in an oscil-569

latory flow, assumes an undisturbed far-field flow around the body, but here570

the flow around an armour unit always varies drastically in the slope-normal571

direction. This is because there is both free flow above the armour layer and572

porous media flow below the armour layer. Thus, using the velocity predicted573

at the centroid of the armour unit as model inputs is fundamentally different574

from using the uniform far-field flow as model inputs in typical applications575

of the Morison equation. It can be argued that we borrowed the format of576
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the Morison equation, which is inspired by the observed correlations between577

flow and force. As such, the coefficients to be calibrated are not expected to578

agree with those for typical applications of Morison equation. This is why579

we introduced two inertial coefficients in the two directions. Note that only580

one drag coefficient is introduced because we assume that the drag force to581

be in line with the instantaneous velocity. Also, no calibration parameter is582

introduced in the pressure-gradient force (Eq. (17)), because we want this583

term to be able to give the buoyancy for a unit partially submerged in the584

water.585

5.2. Model calibration586

In order to calibrate the parameters in Eqs. (10), (12) and (19) (CD, CI//,587

CI⊥ and CL), we used the velocity and acceleration at the centroid of the588

cuboid as characteristic flow quantities around the whole cuboid. We also589

used the pressure gradient to calculate pressure gradient force. Fig. 14 shows590

an example (h0.686H0.10T2.0, Ir = 2.76).591

The calibration process is as follows.592

First, we subtract the pressure gradient force, FP// from the measurement.593

Note that the definition of FP// and FP⊥ in Eq. (17) include the hydrostatic594

pressure gradient, while buoyancy was subtracted from the measured force595

(as stated at the end of section 2), so here the ‘dynamic’ pressure force is596

calcuated with the pressure gradient without the hydrostatic components.597

Second, for F// in Fig. 14a, the positive peak occurs when the parallel598

velocity changes from negative to positive, i.e., the parallel flow velocity is599

about 0 when F// reaches the positive peak as presented in Section 4.1.600

Therefore, the positive peak of F// (indicated by the left red dashed line in601
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Fig. 14a) is given by the sum of pressure gradient force FP// and inertial602

force FI// as drag force FD// is about 0 at this moment. This allows us to603

calculate CI// in Eq. (12).604

Third, the F// during the run-down stage (indicated by the right red lines605

in Fig. 14a) is negative and the dominant contributor of this negative force606

is drag force FD//. We can subtract FI// and FP// from the measured F//607

during the run-down stage to give FD//, which is then used to calculate CD608

in Eq. (10).609

Fourth, both the pressure gradient force, FP⊥, and the drag force, FD⊥,610

which is calculated using the obtained CD are subtracted from the measured611

F⊥. In the remaining F⊥, the positive peak is dominated by the inertial612

force, FI⊥, so we can calculate CI⊥ using this positive peak (the left red613

dashed line in Fig. 14b-1). At the moment indicated by right red line, the614

sum of FD⊥, FI⊥ and FP⊥ is larger than the measured F⊥. Therefore, the615

only source of negative force around this moment comes from FL and it can616

be used to make the tails of simulated force time history better match the617

measurement. CL can be obtained by fitting Eq. (19) to (F⊥-FD⊥-FI⊥-FP⊥).618

The model is successfully calibrated after these steps. The same calibration619

process is applied to all the cases in this study.620

Comparing the fitted coefficients for all cases, it is found that the co-621

efficients for inertial force, i.e., CI// and CI⊥, have a significant variation.622

As shown in Figs. 15a-1 and a-2, both CI//, CI⊥ for Group 1 cases clearly623

increase with H0T0. As H0T0 increases from 40 to 110, CI// increases from624

4 to 20, while CI⊥ increases from almost zero to 10. As introduced before,625

H0T0 is a controlling parameter of the positive peaks of impact force, which is626
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Figure 14: An example of the calibration of coefficients in the force predictor

(h0.686H0.10T2.0, Ir = 2.76): (a) F//; (b) F⊥. The left red dashed line represents the

moment of peak F// and the right dashed line highlights a moment in the run-down stage.
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dominated by the inertial force, so this parameter should significantly influ-627

ence the inertial cofficients. For Group 2 cases, which have similar H0T0, we628

also fitted the coefficients and present CI// and CI⊥ in Figs. 15b-1 and b-2.629

We can see that both CI// and CI⊥ increase with hl/Dn50, i.e., as hl/Dn50630

increass from 0.31 to 2.2, CI// increases from 5 to 22, and CI⊥ increases from631

4 to 15. It is interesting to see such a big variation of CI// and CI⊥ within a632

small range of hl/Dn50. Despite the large variability, the trend of variations633

of inertial coefficients are clearly suggested by the data clouds. However, the634

amount of data we have is insufficient to calibrate prediction formulae for the635

coefficients and more work is needed in the future study to produce a large636

enough dataset for the formulae.637

For all the cases, the correlations of CD and CL with H0T0 seem not very638

obvious. Generally, CD and CL are within the range of 12∼20 and 3∼12,639

respectively, so we simply take CD = 16 and CL = 8. This is acceptable640

as CD and CL do not affect the prediction of the dominant positive peaks641

significantly.642

The obtained CI//, CI⊥, CD and CL are larger than the values in other643

studies (e.g. Hofland, 2005). This is because the reference velocities and644

accelerations are the volume-averaged values inside the porous media, which645

are much smaller than those outside the porous media.646

Figs. 16a and b show the comparison between the calculated force using647

teh force predictor and the best-fit model coefficients and the measured forces648

for two Group 1 cases. For both F// and F⊥, the predicted time series rea-649

sonably follow the measurements. For F//, the part of the time series around650

the positive peak is well captured, which is partly because the VARANS651
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Figure 15: Plot of calibrated: (a-1) CI// and (a-2) CI⊥ against H0T0 for Group 1 cases;

(b-1) CI// and (b-2) CI⊥ against hl/Dn50 for Group 2 cases. In each sub-figure, 2nd-order

polynomial fits (the red solid line) are introduced to depict the trend.
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model accurately predicts the behavior of the front of the run-up flow. The652

‘tail’ part of F//’s time series (e.g., around t = 1 s in Fig. 16a-1) is also well653

predicted, which justifies the assumption of drag-dominant condition during654

the run-down stage. The agreement for F⊥ is generally worse than that for655

F//. This is partly becasuse F⊥ is much smaller than F//. Since our model656

calibration ensures that the positive peak of F⊥ is well captured, the prediced657

postivie peaks indeed agree well with the measurements. Shortly after the658

positive peak, e.g., around t = 0.3 s in both Figs. 16a-2 and b-2, there is659

a sudden dip of F⊥, which is due to a large negative a⊥. In fact, we have660

tried many other ways to parameterize the predictor of F⊥, and we found661

that this dip cannot be explained and described in an easy way. Perhaps662

some detailed physical processes, such as the release of entrained air bubbles663

carried by the run-up flow, is related to this dip.664

5.3. Shape effect665

The two tests in Group 3 (C2 and C3) are not involved in model cali-666

bration and they have the same initial submergence and flow condition as667

test A8 (h0.686H0.137T2.0) in Group 1. Note that Dn50 of the cuboids for668

the three cases in Group 3 tests (C1 to C3) are also similar and the only669

difference among the cases is the cuboid shape which results in different pro-670

jected areas (A// and A⊥). Table 4 summarizes these geometric parameters.671

Since Dn50, initial submergence and wave conditions of the three cases are672

the same or very similar, H0T0 and hl/Dn50 are therefore very close, so the673

model coefficients are expected to be about the same (i.e., CI// = 16, CI⊥ =674

9, CD =16, CL = 8). Thus, here we use the best-fit model coefficients from675

C1 to predict the wave-induced force for C2 and C3. The model-data com-676
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Figure 16: Comparisons of the predicted and measured forces for the cases: (a)

h0.686H0.15T1.2; (b) h0.686H0.18T2.0
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Table 4: Geometric parameters for tests C1 to C3

Test ID Dn50 [m] A// [m2] A⊥ [m2]

C1 0.0317 0.00126 0.00177

C2 0.0311 0.00089 0.00114

C3 0.0311 0.00174 0.00142

parisons are presented in Fig. 17. Overall speaking, the agreement is similar677

to that of the calibrated tests shown in Fig. 16. The A// of test C3 is about678

twice of A// of test C2, so according to Eq. (12), the positive peak of F// in679

test C3 should be much larger than that in test C2. This is in agreement680

with the experiment results, i.e., the measured values are 3.1 N for C1 (see681

Fig. 17b-1) and 2.2 N for C2 (see Fig. 17a-1). The A⊥ of these two tests,682

however, have similar values, so F⊥ have similar magnitude (Fig. 17a-2 vs683

Fig. 17b-2). This shows that projected area introduced in the force predictor684

can partially account for the shape effect. However, the angularity of the685

armour layer unit is another aspect of shape effect, which is unfortunately686

not included here. More tests with other unit shapes are required in the687

future study.688

6. Conclusion689

The present study aims to explore if a Morison-type equation can be690

used to ‘translate’ flow predictions from VARANS-based numerical models691

to wave-induced force on a single armour unit located on a sloped revetment.692

To this end, we combined wave flume experiments and numerical simulations.693

In the flume experiments, a cuboid, as an idealization of rock unit, was placed694

inside the armour layer of a model revetment. It was connected to a load695
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Figure 17: Comparisons of the predicted and measured forces for: (a) h0.686H0.15T2.0

with 2×5×3 cm cuboid (see Fig. 3b and C2 test); (b) h0.686H0.15T2.0 with 5×2×3 cm

cuboid (see Fig. 3c and C3 test).
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cell fixed above the revetment, allowing direct measurements of impact force.696

Wave gauges and pressure sensors were also deployed to measure free-surface697

elevations in the flume and pore pressures within the porous revetment, re-698

spectively, which were used for model validation. A high-speed camera was699

used to record the flow process, and the recording was synchronized with700

other measurements. 2-dimensional numerical simulations of the wave flume701

tests were conducted using an OpenFOAM solver, olaFlow, which solves the702

two phase VARANS equations. A convergence test was performed to ensure703

that the resolution of the structured grid is sufficiently fine. Comparisons704

with our measurements showed that the model can accurately predict the705

surface elevation at the toe of the structure and the pore pressures within706

the structure.707

We focus on armour units located within a narrow belt below the still708

water line, which is the most vulnerable region for damage. Three group709

of test conditions were involved in this study. Group 1 tests have the same710

initial submergence of the cuboid but different wave conditions, which covers711

a wide range of Iribarren number, Ir, and dynamic stability number H0T0.712

Group 2 tests have the same wave condition but different initial submergence713

(hl/Dn50 from 0.31 to 2.2). In group 3, the shape of the cuboid is changed,714

while flow condition and initial submergence are kept unchanged.715

By synchronizing the force measurements and the prediction of flow field,716

some key correlations between flow and wave loading on a single armour unit717

are identified. First, the positive peak of slope-parallel force component, F//,718

occurs when the arrival of the run-up flow suddenly reverses the flow around719

an armour unit from run-down to run-up, so it is correlated with the slope-720
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parallel acceleration. The positive peak of slope-normal force component,721

F⊥, occurs slightly before the positive peak of F//. It is associated with an722

outward seepage flow, which is created when inside the porous revetment723

an offshore flow driven by a falling internal water table meets an onshore724

flow driven by the arriving wave. During the run-down stage, a thin layer of725

down-slope surface flow covers an armour unit, so the F// is correlated with726

the instantaneous bottom-parallel velocity.727

Based on these observed correlations, a force predictor, which consists of728

an inertial force, a drag force, a pressure-gradient force and a lift force (only729

for F⊥), is proposed. The predictor follows the classic Morison equation,730

i.e., the inertial force is scaled with flow acceleration and the drag force is731

given by a quadratic law. Its input flow parameters are from the predicted732

porous media flow at the centroid of the armour unit, while in typical appli-733

cations of Morison equation the far-field flow is usually taken as the input.734

As such, the model coefficients are not expected to take the values used in735

other typical applications of Morison equation, and therefore are calibrated736

using our own data. After fitting the predictor to the measurments, it is737

found that the proposed force predictor can generally approximate the tem-738

poral variation of the impact force in the bottom-parallel direction. In the739

bottom-normal direction, the predictor can approximate the peak values, but740

not all temporal variations can be perfectly captured. It is found that the741

inertial coefficients vary substantially with H0T0 and hl/Dn50, while the drag742

and lift coefficients have much less variability. Although the inertial coeffi-743

cient varies with the submergence hl/Dn50, the peak force does not change744

significantly with hl/Dn50. Due to the lack of data, we leave calibrating em-745
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pirical formulae for inertial coefficients to the future. The shape of the amour746

unit is considered by introducing projected areas in the force predictor. By747

applying the predictor using the same set of model coefficients to three tests748

in group 3, among which the only difference is the shape of the cuboid, it was749

found that this set-up indeed can capture the shape effect to a large extent.750

Overall speaking, this study has demonstrated the feasibility of develop-751

ing a Morison-type equation that can translate a VARANS-based model’s752

prediction of porous-media flow in the armour layer into the wave-induced753

force on the armour unit. It is found that the inertial force is the dominant754

force, but the inertial coefficients can have significant variations with the755

dynamic stability number H0T0 and the submergence hl/Dn50. Our dataset756

shows that the inertial coefficients increases with both H0T0 and hl/Dn50,757

but a much larger dataset is required for calibrating emprical formulae that758

describe the variations. To eventually develop a force predictor that can be759

used in engineering practices, a large amount of research work is required760

to fully achieve our ultimate target, including tests of irregular wave, test of761

larger ranges of H0T0 and hl/Dn50 and rock units with various shapes.762
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Nomenclature888

α one of the parameters of the porous media. Unit: -889

α1 the volume of fluid (VOF). Unit: -890

β one of the parameters of the porous media. Unit: -891

∆x grid dimension in x direction. Unit: m892

∆z grid dimension in z direction. Unit: m893

µ the dynamic molecular viscosity. Unit: kg/(ms)894

µt the dynamic turbulent viscosity. Unit: kg/(ms)895

ρ the fluid density. Unit: kg/m3
896

ρa the air density. Unit: kg/m3
897

ρm =α1ρw. Unit: kg/m3
898

ρw the water density. Unit: kg/m3
899

τ the direction normal to the slope. Unit: -900

ξ the direction parallel to the slope. Unit: -901

A coefficient. Unit: -902

A// force area parallel to the slope. Unit: m2
903

a// acceleration parallel to the slope. Unit: m/s2
904

A⊥ force area perpendicular to the slope. Unit: m2
905
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a⊥ acceleration perpendicular to the slope. Unit: m/s2
906

B coefficient. Unit: -907

c coefficient, c = 0.34. Unit: -908

CD drag coefficient. Unit: -909

CI inertia coefficient. Unit: -910

CL lift coefficient. Unit: -911

CI// inertia coefficient for parallel force component. Unit: -912

CI⊥ inertia coefficient for perpendicular force component. Unit: -913

Dn50 median nominal diameter of the rock. Unit: m914

Fr Froude number, Fr = U/
√
gDn50, here U =

√
gH. Unit: -915

F// the force parallel to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
916

F⊥ the force perpendicular to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
917

FD// the darg force parallel to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
918

FD⊥ the drag force perpendicular to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
919

FI// the inertial force parallel to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
920

FI⊥ the inertial force perpendicular to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
921

FP// the pressure difference force parallel to the slope. Unit: kg ·m/s2
922

FP⊥ the pressure difference force perpendicular to the slope. Unit: kg·m/s2
923
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g the gravitational acceleration. Unit: m/s2
924

H the wave height. Unit: m925

h the water depth. Unit: m926

H0 the static stability number, H0 = Hs/(∆Dn50). Unit: -927

H0T0 the dynamic stability number, H0T0 = H0 · T0. Unit: -928

hl the local water depth above the cuboid. Unit: m929

hm the height of the cuboid. Unit: m930

Ir Iribarren number, Ir = tan β/
√
H/L0. Unit: -931

KC the Keulegan-Carpenter number, KC = UMT/(nDn50). Unit: -932

L0 deep water wavelength, L0 = gT 2/2/π. Unit: m933

lm the length of the cuboid. Unit: m934

m the revetment slope. Unit: -935

n the porosity. Unit: -936

Ns an index to quantify stability condition of a structure. Unit: -937

p the pressure. Unit: kg/(ms2)938

p∗ the pseudo-dynamic pressure. Unit: kg/(ms2)939

Re Reynolds number, Re =
√
gHDn50/ν and ν is the kinematic viscosity.940

Unit: -941
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T the wave period of regular waves. Unit: s942

t time. Unit: s943

T0 the wave period factor, T0 = Tm(g/Dn50)0.5. Unit: -944

U the resultant velocity of U// and U⊥. Unit: m/s945

ur the relative velocity between fluid and air. Unit: m/s946

ui the volume-averaged velocity in Cartesian coordinates. Unit: m/s947

uj the volume-averaged velocity in Cartesian coordinates. Unit: m/s948

UM the maximum oscillatory velocity. Unit: m/s949

U// the velocity parallel to the slope. Unit: m/s950

U⊥ the velocity perpendicular to the slope. Unit: m/s951

V the volume of the cuboid. Unit: m3
952

wm the width of the cuboid. Unit: m953

x the horizontal coordinate. Unit: m954

xi the Cartesian coordinate. Unit: m955

y the vertical coordinate. Unit: m956

yi the Cartesian coordinate. Unit: m957
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